
Improve your 
workplace experience 
with Comeen

Comeen provides a deep integration into the 

Microsoft 365 universe to create a seamless 

experience between people and workplaces



Microsoft 365

Manage your attendance, plan your 
week, book a desk with office extras

Comeen Workplace helps you schedule your time at 
the office directly into Microsoft Teams


Welcome your visitors with the best 
experience and impression ever
Comeen Workplace empower you to pre-register 
your visitors from Microsoft Outlook and invite them

Plan in-office days

Find the best days See your teammates schedules

Improve your communication with 
digital signage 

Comeen Play allows you to broadcast content from 
Microsoft on your screens for your teams to see


Fluidify internal communication

Microsoft PowerPoint Excel 20+ integrations

Manage your visitors

Pre-register visitors Host notification

How Comeen is different



To learn more, contact your sales product 
specialist or visit comeen.com

Comeen - The platform for today’s workplace environment
welcome@comeen.com - comeen.com  

Empower employees to find the 
best days to come to the office 
and update their working status.

Weekly planning

Manage your office with desk 
booking, teammates schedules and 
office extras.

Desk booking

Improve your workplace by booking 
and freeing-up meeting room in 
one-click from your calendar.


Room management

Welcome all your visitors easily to 
make a good first impression by 
streamlining processes.


Visitor management

Why Comeen provides the best workplace experience

Didier Law Tho
Digital Technology > Client Services > Digital Workplace

A key enabler of the new culture pillar of the Play to Win strategy as Digital Signage is a 

powerful channel to connect with our employees. This Next Generation Digital Signage will 

increase Employee Engagement thanks to a renewed modern Digital Signage solution, 

enabling Global communication, connected with social media.

“

Everything on Comeen Workplace and Comeen Play

88%
Of targeted employees are 
using Comeen Workplace 
after the first week 
following the deployment

15min
It’s the time needed to 
deploy Comeen Play on 
all your screens in your 
company

10sec
This is the average 
time it takes to book a 
desk and equipment on 
Microsoft Teams

99%
Less frustration by 
having your own space 
booked to come to the 
office

Hunders of businesses have chosen Comeen

Fluidify your internal 
communication with digital 
signage and 20+ integrations.

Digital signage


